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   Excellent Opportunity for Agriculture in Raposeira  
  Ügynök információ

Név: Vanessa Oliveira
Cégnév: Costa Properties
Ország: Portugal
Experience
since:

2016

Szolgáltatás
típusa:

Vásárlás vagy eladás

Specialties:
Property Type: Apartments, Houses
Telefon: +351 (282) 761-384
Languages: English, Portuguese
Weboldal: https://www.costaprope

rties.pt
Hirdetés részletei
Ingatlan: Eladó
Ár: USD 54,203.28

  Elhelyezkedés
Ország: Portugal
Állam/Régió/Tartomány: Faro
Város: Vila do Bispo
Feladta: 2024. 03. 06.
Leírás:
Discover your perfect agricultural retreat on this incredible 16,280sqm plot of land, where half of this
paradise is strategically located in the National Agricultural Reserve (RAN), ensuring fertile soil suitable
for a variety of crops. With a gentle slope, this land offers an ideal topography for efficient agricultural
practices, while a picturesque stream crosses the property, providing natural water for your plantations.

Enjoy the tranquility and natural beauty that this land offers, creating an environment conducive to a
sustainable and agriculture-focused lifestyle. Convenient access makes entering and exiting the property
easy, making it even more attractive for those seeking practicality.

Located just minutes from the charming village of Raposeira, this land benefits from the proximity of all
essential amenities, providing a unique combination of countryside living and urban facilities. Don't miss
the opportunity to invest in this exceptional piece of land, where agricultural potential and charming
scenery come together to create the perfect setting for your agricultural vision to flourish. Transform this
land into your own agricultural oasis, where sustainability and serenity meet.

Vila do Bispo is 4 minutes away, where you will find various services such as supermarket, cafes,
restaurants, pharmacy, City Hall, Finance and others, all for your convenience. Sun, sea and a vast
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historical and cultural heritage make up the perfect combination for those who want to feel the mysticism
of the past and the dynamics of the present.

With 60% of its area included in the Natural Park of Southwest Alentejano and Costa Vicentina, the
municipality of Vila do Bispo is one of the few places in the Algarve region where wild nature, combined
with a rich historical and cultural heritage, remains intact.

Excluded from the SCE, under paragraph a) of article 4 of Decree-Law no. 118 2013, of August 20, in its
current wording. - REF: CP-T2411

  Gyakori
Kész négyzetméter: 16280 nm
Telekméret: 16280 nm

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: CP-T2411
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